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Why EQ?

Emotional Intelligence is 
very important for 
everyone as it is one of the 
important deciding factor 
for success and 
relationship management.
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What is Emotional Intelligence?
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Emotional Intelligence is the 

ability of an individual to deal 

successfully with other people, 

to manage one’s self, motivate 

other people, understand one's 

own feelings and appropriately 

respond to the everyday 

environment



Aristotle Challenge
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Anyone can become angry – that is easy. But to 

be angry with the right person, to the right 

degree, at the right time, for the right purpose, 

and in the right way – that is not easy.

- Aristotle, The Nichomachean Ethics



Emotional intelligence
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It includes knowing  and controlling yourself 

– viz-a-viz your choices and decisions

Knowing and understanding others

Knowing and understanding your 

environment



EQ is the distinguishing 

factor that determines if we 

make lemonade when life 

hands us lemons or spend 

our life stuck in bitterness.
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Personal 
Competence

Self-Awareness

Self-Regulation

Self-Motivation

Social 
Competence

Social 
Awareness

Social Skills
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Components of  EI
Definition

Self-
Awareness

The ability to recognize and understand your 
moods, emotions and drives as well as their 
effects on others 

Self-
Regulation

The ability to control or redirect disruptive 
impulses and moods. The propensity to 
suspend judgment to think before acting

Self-
Motivation

A passion to work for reasons that go beyond 
money or status
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Components of  EI

Definition

Social 
Awareness 
(Empathy)

The ability to understand the emotional 
makeup of other people 

Skill in treating people according to their 
emotional reactions

Social Skills

Proficiency in managing relationships and 
building networks. An ability to build rapport
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EI Domain Hallmark

Self 
Awareness

Self Regulation Self-Motivation Social 
Awareness

Social Skills

Emotional
awareness

Self control Achievement 
drive

Empathy Influence 

Accurate self 
assessment

Adaptability Commitment Service 
orientation

communication

Self confidence innovativeness Initiative Developing others Leadership 

Optimism Leveraging
diversity 

Conflict mgt

Collaboration
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EQ is the distinguishing factor that help 

us to maintain a warm relationship or a 

distant contacts.
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Signs of Low EI

•Fear

•Anger

•Anxiety

•Depression

•Moodiness

•Loneliness

•Low self-esteem

•Low productivity

•Pessimism

•Talkativeness

•Awkwardness

•Bitterness

•Poor performance
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Why emotions matters

Without feeling and emotions we will be like 
robots
It is our feelings and emotions, our likes and 
dislikes that give our life meaning that make 
us happy or unhappy, fulfilled or dissatisfied 
and that to a large degree decide our course of 
action and even on our health
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How emotional intelligence can be 
improved 

Pay attention to self 
and other’s body 
language

Listen more; speak 
less- develops empathy
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How emotional intelligence can be 
improved 

Get curious, not furious- Watch 
what you say especially when 
frustrated or annoyed. Reframe 
negative emotions into curiosity - " 
... this makes absolutely no sense to 
me" can be replaced with, "Do you 
see something in this that I must be 
missing” 
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How emotional intelligence can be 
improved 

Elicit pride in others – Reason 
for working together

Remember that emotions are 
contagious - A dominant person's 
emotions (negative or positive) 
always influences others. Leaders 
should be careful to show only those 
emotions, which they want to see in 
others
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Resonance  Versus Dissonance



Resonant Relationship

1.Mindfulness

2.Hope

3.Compassion

4.Playfulness
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For parents…

Teach your child from age 2 to 

•Speak directly to others when spoken to

• Initiate social contact; not always wait for others

•Carry on a conversation

•Express gratitude towards others

•Express graciousness

•Master the art of feedback
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For Teachers/Parents

•Affirm your students

•Make learning fun

•Always be patient with an inadequate 
child

•Show that you care

•Master the art of feedback
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For Couples

•Listen more than you speak

•Learn how to discuss sore issues e.g. debt, 
savings, sex etc.

•Reach an agreement about how to 
disagree

•Master the art of feedback
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For Business Owners\Sales persons

You have 2 options: make your customer feel a 
little bit better or worse

•Take the customer’s perspective

•Build rapport

•See things from the customer’s point of view 
and match it with what you have
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Lastly…

You can upgrade your EI skill at any stage of 
your life
In fact age and maturity are positively 
correlated with EI
Emotional intelligence skills makes us 
effective in life challenges and is useful for 
everyone who want to be happy, effective and 
successful in life.
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